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THE

S H I R B· URN I A N.

No. CCCLXXIV. NOVEMBER, 1928.

EDITORIAL.

VOL. XXXIV.

As a School we take but little interest in the affairs of
the outer world. Why should we ? We have enough

scandal of our own, political and social, to keep our
politicians and our scandal-mongers occupied. We can
always talk of the outrageous doings of the Powers That
Be, how So-and-so has been seen coming out of a pub, and
many other momentous happenings. A hasty glance at the
paper, perhaps, to see if the latest Atlantic flier has heen
heard of, and a more careful perusal of the sporting columns,
and our daily duty to the outside world is done. After all,
what does it matter what the Government does, as longus
it is a Conservative Government? A presidential election in
America, a strike in Australia, Disarmament, Reparations,
these we have heard of perhaps, but they ai'e far-off things.

And yet, occasionally, perhaps once, perhaps twice a
term, there swims into our ken some personality eccentric
enough to amuse us, illogical enough for us to pride our
selves on our common-sense. Last term there was the mad
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parsoon who £ol'Qtold the tidal wave that was to overwhelm
Weymouth. The air then was full of calculations as to
how deep the water would be when it reached Sherborne,
whether the Abbey Tower would be safe, and so on. We
were, in fact, mildly thrilled.

Now we have Dr. Robinson, the "psychic income-tax
collector" as the papers call him. Blessed Dr. Robinson,
how grateful we are to you! For we must confess that Mrs.
Aimee McPherson disappointed us. It is true that she
sang hymns about tuning in your radio to Heaven, but then
that was a little shocking. What we wanted was Hell-fire,
and plenty of it, and we did not get it. Dr. Robinson on
the other hand was both unexpected and original. Others
have communicated with Mars (though none perhaps with
the same degree (Vf success as Dr. Robinson), but they have
ne:ver had the originality to be income-tax collectors. A
clergyman, for instance, would have been much more
ordinary. But Dr. Robinson goes further. Mars, he an
nounces, also has its income-tax collectors. These are
unfortunately unsympathetic with the attempts of Dr.
Robinson's fair correspondent, Domaruru, to communicate
with Earth. So Dr. Robinson's efforts are foiled by his
own colleagues in Mars. Bitter words are hurtling through
the stillness of the night. There is wrath in the heavens.
o Earth! 0 Mars!

We have much pleasure in announcing that a member
of the staff, who wishes to remain anonymous, has offered a
prize of one guinea for the best poem submitted for pu blica
tion in "The Shirburnian." All poems lShould reach the
Editors of "The Shirburnian" by the first week in December,
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and the Editors reserve the right to publish any of the
poems submitted.

We extend a hearty welcome to Mr, Green, Mr. House
and Mr. King.

The annual concert at Southwark is to be held on Satur
day, January 5th, 1929. It is hoped that as many past and
present Shirburnians as possible will attend.

SCHOOL OFFICERS.

Head of the School
School Prefects .. ,

Captai1t of Football
Captain of Fives .. ,
Captain of Gym. ...
Captain of Shooting
Editors of the Shirburnian

(c) A. E. S. Charles
(c) A. E. S. Charles
(a) A. C. A. Wright
(g) T. K. West
(d) P. E. M. Shaw
(b) J. C. Cunningham
(h) E. M. Rootham
(j) C. L. Hind
(c) J. A. Tallent
(b) P. R. T. Wright
(a) A. W. Hopcraft
(g) J. S. Becher
(c) J. A. Tallent
(c) A. E. S. Charles

... (c) F. A. Simmonds
(a) A. C. A. Wright
(a) W. R. Trotter
(a) A. C. A. Wright
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S. H. NOWELL-SMITH (h)-VI.A, Head of the School, School
Prefect, Bead of a'Banlon's, Class Leader with Badge,
School Gym. Squad (1927), 1st Class Gym., C.S.M. in a.T.C.,
Member of Duffers, Editor of The Shirburnian.

D. A. HODGKINSON (b)-VI.A, School Prefect, Head of
Parry-Jones', 1st XI (1926.7-8, Captain 1928), 2nd XV
(1927-8), Class Leader with Badge, School Gym. Squad,
Camp Squad (1927), 1st Class Gym., School Fives Colour,
Captain of Fives (1927.8), C.S.M. in a.T.C., Member of
Duffers, Arthur Jupp Memorial Exhibition at Brasenose
College, axford.

W. N. D. LANG (d)-VI.A, XXX Blazer, 1st Class Gym.,
Class Leader with Badge, Sergeant in a.T.C., Member of
Duffers.

J. C. D. GOULD (b)-VI.A, 1st XI (1928), XXX Blazer,
Sergeant in a.T.C.

W. D. TYLDESLEY-JoNEs (a)-VI.A, Member of Duffers,
Editor of The Shirbumia1l.

a. D. HOLT (a)-VI.A, School Prefect, Head of School
House, XXX Blazer, Class Leader with Badge, C.Q.M.S.
in a.T.C., Member of Duffers, Melson Smith Exhibition.

M. TRETHowAN (c)-VI.A, Class Leader with Badge, School
Gym. Colours (1927-8), Corporal in a.T.C.

R. G. KREYER (b)-VI.A, 1st XI (1926-7-8), 1st XV (1927),
Cla~s Leader with Badge, Lance-Corporal in a.T.C.

J. A. GREIG (d) - VI.A, School Prefect, Head of Fox's,
2nd XV (1927-8), Class Leader with Badge, School Gym.
Colours (1926.7-8), Sergeant in a.T.C.

J. F. L. WALLEY (c) - VI.A, Class Leader with Badge,
1st Class Gym. (1927), Sergeant in a.T.C.

A. C. M. CORNISH·BoWDEN (a)-VI.A, School Prefect, Class
Leader with Badge, School Gym. Colours (1926-7-8), 1st
Class Gym., Camp Squad (1927), C.S.M. in a.T.C.

J. ASTLEY-BEER (g) - VI.A, 2nd XI (1928), XXX Blazer,
Corporal in a.T.C.
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L. C. MARTIN (j)-VLA, 2nd XV (1926-7-8), Shooting VIII
(1925-6-7-8, Captain 1927-8), Class Leader with Badge,
1st Class Gym., C.g.M.S. in a.T.C.

H. G. CROLY (j)-VLA, XXX Blazer, Class Leader with
Badge, Trebles (1927-8), Sergeant in a.T.C.

R. H. REYNOLDS (g)-VLA, 2nd XV (1927-8), Class Leader
with Badge, Sergeant in a.T.C.

R. N. PAYTON (g)-VLB.
R. F. MARTIN (j)-VLB, School Prefect, Head of Elderton's,

Class Leader with Badge, Camp Squad (1927), Sergeant in
a.T.C.

J. G. GRACE (a)-VLB, Corporal in a.T.C.
G. M. VINE (h)-VI.B, 2nd XV (1927-8), Sergeant in a.T.C.

Shooting VIII.
W. S. JOSEPH (a)-VLB, Corporal in a.T.C.
J. DE R. KENT (d) -VLB, School Gym. Colours, Corporal

in a.T.C.
C. E. D. TAYLOR (b)-VLB, XXX Blazer.
B. P. STONE (c)-·VI.B, Sergeant in a.T.C.
a. L GREEN (a)- VLB, 2nd XV (1927-8), Class Leader with

Badge, School Gym. Colours, Camp Squad (1928), Trebles
(1925-6-7-8), Captain of Swimming (1928), Sergeant in
a.T.C.

G. W. B. BATEMAN (d)-VLB, Trebles (1926-7-8), Corporal
in a.T.C.

R. A. G. DUFF (h)-VLB, Corporal in a.T.C.
F. P. ST. M. SHElL (b)-VLB, 2nd XV (1927-8), Corporal in

a.T.C.
J. H. MACCARTHY (b)-VLB, 2nd XV (1927-8), School Gym.

Colours, 1st Class Gym. (1928), Sergeant in a.T.C.
S. HAWES (g)-V.A, XXX Blazer, Corporal in a.T.C.
P. G. CRIBB (b)-V.A.
F. M. BARTON {g)-V.A, Lance-Corporal in a.T.C.
G. A. T. THOMSON (c)-V.A, Lance-Corporal in a.T.C.
J. S. SAUNDERSON (h) -V.A, Class Leader with Badge,

Sergeant in a.T.C.
R. S. HUNT (g)-V.A, 1st XV 0927-28),
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W. WARREN (f)-V.A.
M. H. MARSHAM (h)-V.B, Sergeant in O.T.C.
P. KINNERSLY (b)-V.B, Shooting VIII (1926-7-8), Camp

Squad (1928).
D. B. NIELD (g)-V.B.
F. F. RADFORD (d)-V.B, XXX Blazer, Class Leader with

B;tdge, School Gym. Colours, Camp Squad (1928).
D. M. ROGERS (a)-V.B, Class Leader with Badge, School

Gym. Colours, Shooting VII I (1926-7-8), Trebles (1926.7-8),
Corpoml in O.T.C.

K. COOPER (a)-V.B, 2nd XV (1927-8), Class Leader with
Badge, Sergeant in O.T.C.

]. B. LovELucK (f)-V.B, Trebles (1928).
R. H. GLADDEN (d)-V.B, 1st Xl (1926-7-8), 2nd XV (1927-8),

Class Leader with Badge, School Gym. Colours, Lance
Corporal in a:r.c ..

P. E. G. LOBB (d)-IV.A.
P. G. KENDAL (c)-IV.A.
C. P. VAUGHAN (g)-IV.A.
C. F. COBB (c)-IV.A, Lance-Corporal in O.T.C.

G. P. HUGHES (f)-IV.A.
T. O. MILLAR (d)-IV.B.
H. B. H. MAUNDRELL (c)-IV.B, Trebles (1928).

']. K. POTTER (a)-IV.B, XXX Blazer, Lance-Corporal ID

O.T.C.
C. A. SCOTT-PLUMMER (a)-IV.B.

SCHOOL NEWS.

Congratulations to the following on being presented with
their School Colours :-

1ST XV.
Oct. 21st-P. E. M. Shaw
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Oct. 28th-F. A. Simmonds
Nov. 4th-P. H. F. Mermagen

G. R. D. Boddy

2ND XV.
Oct. 15th-P. H. F. Mermagen

G. R. D. Boddy
Oct. 21st-C. C. Hanrott

D. H. D. Alexander
Oct. 28th-J. S. Becher

J. M. Hope
Nov. 4th-R. 1. Beattie

K. F. Ferguson
L. M. Carey
C. L. Hind
P. S. Gomez
P. J. Field-Richards

COLTS' BADGES.

Oct. 17th-Bowman
Dick

Oct. 26th-Blundell
Staple
Smyly mi.
Moyle

Nov. 4th-Addison
Messer
Lassen
Peter ma.
Lang
Peters mi.

Congratulations to F. A. Simmonds on reaching the semi
final of the Boys' Golf Championship.

On Tuesday, October 23rd, Mr. Thomas gave a lecture to
the Archaeological Society on Superstition.

On Tuesday, October 30th, a large part of the school went
to see the travel film "Africa," at the town cinema.
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On Wednesday, October 31st, a performance of "Lord
Richard in the Pantry" was given at the Church Hall, which
members of the School attended.

Boxing has been reorganised this term and placed on the
same basis as music and other forms of extra tuition.

The House Suppers at the end of term will be on Saturday,
December 15th.

O.S. NEWS.

L. W. G. Hamilton (g) passed first out of Sandhurst, won
the King's Medal and Sword, an Army Council Scholarship
tenable for five years, and prizes in Tactics, Map-reading,
Organisation and Administration.

R. G. Baynes-Reed (g) has won a Cadet Scholarship at
Woolwich.

H. G. Croly (b), G. C. Ashmore (g), and R. H. Reynolds (g)
won Prize Cadetships in the W oolwich Entrance Examination
in June.

On August 2nd, General Sir Charles Monro (a) retired from
the Governorship of Gibraltar, after ten years service there.

A. T. Lennox-Boyd (g) is in charge of the Oxford Debating
Team in America.

L. T. Bond (c) represented England in pole-jumping at the
Olympic Games, and also the British Empire Team v. the
American Olympic Team.
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A. VV. Carr (a) was Captain of Notts C.C. and played for
Gentlemen v. Players.

W. E. Tucker (b) is Captain of Blackheath.

J. E. F. Rawlins played for Cambridge v. Oxford at golf.

G. C. Ashmore has got his Woolwich "Rep."

The annual Pilgrims' Match v. Old Haileyburians will take
place on January 16th. There will also be a fixture with the
Somerset Wanderers.

BIRTHS.

Mason. On September 27th, 1928, at Belmore House,
Upham, Hants, to Hildegarde, wife of Byron G. Mason,
Royal Artillery-a son.

ENGAGEMENTS.

Richard F. W. Leonard (a, 1914-18), only son of the late
Mr. R. W. W. Leonard and of Mrs. Leonard, of Weston-super
Mare, to Lilian, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Salmond, of
Singapore.

"SEVERAL OF MY LIVES."
BY L. N. PARKER.

This priceless book by a man beloved equally in School and
Town has been given to me to review. The author has dealt
with four of his lives-his early life, I\Iusicallife, Theatrical
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life and Pageant life. The book has been very favourably
reviewed already in The Times Literary Supplement and the
Morning Post, and probably in other newspapers. But I
am limited to a certain space, and writing as I do for The
Shirburnian I propose to deal with lives Two and Four only.
Let the readers of this short review get hold of the whole book
and I promise them they will be amply repaid. I humbly say
to myoId friend "among thy mightier offerings here are mine"
and I applaud that reviewer who said" This is a brave and
jolly book." Quite so. The book is an honour to human
nature. For the author, dealing with hard times, disappoint
ments, his very livelihood as a family man endangered by the
horrid Sherborne schism which lasted from 1888-1892 never
allowed his humour, his courage, his genius for friendship, his
fairness to both the contending parties to fail. When the
School Lists in 1891 contained but 120 names, Mr. Parker
finding his pupils growing scanty left us and went to London.
After a brave struggle with fortune he won great success as a
very clever and original playwright. Then in 1905, being
already known, he began his fourth or Pageant life by becoming
Inventor, Master, Inspirer, what you will, of the Sherborne
Pageant. This new move made the name of Parker a house
hold word all over the country. The real suggester of the
Sherborne Pageant was Mr. Field, who wrote to Mr. Parker
an epoch-making letter on Sherborne antiquity in 1904. Any
how the present reviewer will just say something of Mr.
Parker's 19 years as Musical Director of the School, and after
wards as Pageant Master in 1905, leaving his other great
successes as Pageant Master at Warwick, Bury St. Edmunds,
Dover, Colchester and York; and his innumerable successes
as a Playwright, altogether alone. In the book under review
the reader will of course find the history of the Four Lives
given fully and delightfully.

With the year 1873 begin Mr. Parker's earliest dealings with
Sherborne. They begin a little unhappily, for his printer thinks
Fons Limipidus is Latin for Sherborne and his own first
sentence is "I had never heard of Sherborne." Oh, Fons
Limipidus! Did you deserve such obscurity? But except for
some small disciplinary difficulties and his threatened deafness
he began his useful and happy life here well. For him after
one false start the course of true love did run smooth and he
carried on in music lames Sterndale Bennett's aims and methods
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and bettered his instruction. Mr. Parker's first love affair
must be read in his book. Any other hand would ruin the
story. His second attempt was successful, and Mrs. Georgiana
Parker lived happily with her husband 42 years, loved by all
who knew her. Listen to Mr. Parker's attack all you young
bachelors whose day of entanglement is yet to come: "This time
(says he) I was taking no risk. Successively I carried the
mother by storm, the father by diplomacy, the maiden aunt by
an appeal to her emotions, and the great-aunt by base flattery."

But in 1877 Dr. Harper left Sherborne. The present writer
can say of him Vidi tantum. He was a noble Berserker of a
man and was succeeded by an ultra-refined Etonian scholar,
Mr. Young, who fitted in not too well with Sherborne traditions.
Now Dr. Harper was beloved as Headmaster, but he was a
difficult man to follow. Into these "old unhappy far-off things,
and battles long ago" the present reviewer does not propose to
enter, although he is the sole survivor of the whole turmoil,
which nearly wrecked the School. Mr. Parker deals most
admirably with those disastrous years 1888-1892. Eventually
Canon Young bowed to fate and resigned. He had fought
hard; he had given thousands to the School, but these things
could not help him. Meanwhile Mr. Parker's pupil list was
ever dwindling, but he, an anxious paterfamilias, never seemed
to us worried or wretched. He still did splendid work with the
Musical Society and in 1889 we had a grand performance of
Sullivan's "Golden Legend "-the culminating point of Mr.
Parker's Sherborne career as Choirmaster.

So then in 1892 Mr. Parker left Sherborne to try his fortune
in London, and was not seen again here till 1905, the year of
the ever memorable Pageant. The great successes which he
achieved cannot be recorded here. They made his name
famous as a fellow of infinite jest, of most excellent fancy, but
they did not spoil his simplicity. This remained even when
Sir Philip Burne-Jones painted his portrait, which was hung in
the Academy and afterwards presented by the painter to Mr.
Parker, not a little to his astonishment. He gives us in one
place his diary to read; it is wholly unlike that of Pepys and
other famous diarists; you are to picture a distinguished
company cycling on a bad road towards Southampton. Thus
Mr. Parker's diary records what happened:
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Monday, April llth
Left Lyndhurst
Bicycled to Southampton
Tree fell off
Mrs. Tree fell off
N early killed a dog
I fell off
Viola fell off
Evelyn Beerbohm fell off
N early killed a boy
Gave him a shilling
Train crowded
My bag lost.

How eloquent is this record!

Mr. Field's letter of June, 190+, previously named, was to
remind Mr. Parker that the next year, 1905, would be the
twelfth centenary of the founding of Sherborne Abbey, School
and Town by St. Ealdhelm, and this reminder caused him to
answer (so he says) "hot-foot." The then Headmaster (Canon
F. B. Westcott) promised the aid of the School and acted him
self as St. Ealdhelm. All objections were waved aside: all
prejudices forgotten. A sturdy Nonconformist appeared in the
gorgeous vestments of an Abbot, and eventually there were
900 players, seven crowded performances and an enthusiasm
which was indescribable.

So the era of Pageants came in. All Mr. Parker's pageants,
six in number, were immensely successful, financially and
otherwise, except Dover, and to commemorate the part played
by our town and school the Pageant Master appeared once
more in 1925, made a capital speech and unveiled in the
Pageant Gardens a memorial Slab to the "Mother of all
Pageants" for the enlightenment of our children's children.

H.R.K.

MUSICAL SOCIETY.

The Concert was given on Monday evening, July 30th, and
had several novelties. There were two School songs, viz.,
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" Valete " and " God Speed," the first at the beginning of the
evening, with its rather melancholy wail over the leavers, the
latter rather more cheerful, recalling in verse two the final
struggle for the cricket cup.

Then we had for the first time some community singing which
came at the end of the leavers'second wail. We hope this
may be done again, for it was uncommonly cheerful and to the
point, and to~k the singers from Amsterdam to John Peel's
cottage in Cumberland.

Of the part singing proper the only failure was" Lochinvar."
In spite of the" happy valiancy" with which this begins we
found it a little tiresome, and so apparently did the singers.
"Come pretty wag" (Parry) had an admirable finale. Mr.
O'Banlon's house glee went capitally; no doubt as to the
prize-winning style there. And yet the present reporter looking
far back remembers well that it was always held to be a mistake
to trot out the prize choir at the concert. They used to fail,
but whether owing to conceit or fright, who knows?

Pettitt performed well on the piano, his pluck was striking,
and the reporter's note on Kendal's piece was that it was a
" vigorous bang." Both these executants made us think well
of their instructor.

The time would fail us to consider the excellent representation
of the feats of the saucy Arethusa. One cannot speak cheerfully
of such deeds in an age of mechanism, but what is to be done?
No mechanism, however, could blunt the edge of the 16th
century madrigal, "My bonnie lass," and this most attractive
composition was sung by the Madrigal Club" in their usual
style" (formula).

So the great troop of leavers left the schoolroom both happy
and sad, and some left to appear next as married folk, no longer
in single blessedness.

H.R.K.

1 Valete

Programme :-

{
J.H.F.P.

. B.G.T.
E. l. H. HANNAY, M. C. GOODDEN, S. A. \VILCOX,
D. W. PRIDE-loNES, P. G. W. MANNING, B. E. MILES,
B. A. PEARSON, J. F. B. CAREY, A.C.M. CORNISH-BoWDEN,
\V.1. l\'[OBEHLY, E., M. ROOTHAM, S. H. NOwELL-SmTH.
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M. PETTITT.

2 Pianoforte Solo-Novelletten (Gp. 21, No. 2) Schumann
(1810-1856)

3 Choral Ballad-The Arethusa W illiam Shield
THE MUSICAL SOCIETY.

(1748-1829)

4 Madrigal-" My bonnie lass she smileth" Morley
THE MADRIGAL CLUB.

(1595-1603)

5 Cornet Solo-" Nachtstiick" (Gp. 47) Franz Abt
G. E. C. SEALE.

(1819-1885)

6 Choral BaIlad-" Lochinvar" C. S. Lang
THE MUSICAL SOCIETY.

7 Pianoforte Solo-" Friilingsrauschen" (Gp. 32, No. 3)
P. G. KENDAL. C. Sinding

8

9

10

11

12

Part-Song-" Come pretty wag and sing"
THE MUSICAL SOCIETY.

Madrigal-" Sing we and chaunt it"
WESTCOTT HOUSE.

God Speed

(a) Sea Shanty-"A-roving"
(b) "Turmut-Hoeing"
(c) "John Peel"
(d) "Auld Lang Syne"

Carmen

God save the King.

Parry
(1848-1918)

Morley
(1595-1603)

{
J.R.
L.N.P.

arr.

} Tmditional

{
E.M.y.

... L.N.P.

Accompanist
Conductor ...

R. E. \VOODHAM

... MR. B. J. F·. PICTON
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THE CHELSEA SINGERS.

399

On Saturday, October 20th, the Chelsea Singers gave a
Concert in the Big Schoolroom. They were perhaps a little
disappointing. The individual voices and the blend in ensemble
were not so satisfactory as might have been expected from a
party with their reputation.

Of the ensemble performances, "Now is the month of
Maying" (Morley) was delightfully sung with great precision.
But there was a tendency in this, and more so in other numbers,
to the prominence of a somewhat rough bass voice. The
Nursery Rhymes (Walford Davies) are as amusing as they are
skilful, and were sung with much verve.

It was unfortunate that the particular settings of the well
known tunes in "Songs in a Farmhouse" were in such mid~

nineteenth century style; the" sugary" harmonies destroyed
the atmosphere of English simplicity.

\Ve were told that we should hear no words in "The Play
house Hubbub," which indeed was all that it should be; but
the enunciation throughout the performance was almost as
indistinct. No undue stress on the consonants or vowels is
necessary for clear articulation; strict attention to the words,
and a check on slovenliness are all that is required.

But there was much amusement to be had from the pro
gramme, and the personalities of the performers, together with
their judicious by-play, added much animation and delight to
the concert.

Programme :-

I.

Arise, Awake

Down in a flow'ry vale

How merrily we live

Pretty Polly Oliver (Duet)

Morley
(1557-1603)

Festa
(1490-1545)

Este
(1575-1638)

Old English
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The Morris Dance

The dark-eyed Sailor

Stanjord
(1851-1924)

arr. R. Vaughan-Williams

Now is the month of Maying ...

ll.

SONGS IN A FARMHOUSE
(Cycle of Traditio1xal Airs)

Morley
(1557-1603)

arr. Frederic Austin

Ill.

Quartet Nursery Rhymes Walford Da'Oies

Duet Billy Boy arr. R. R. Terry

Duet Richard and Robin Hook
(1746-1827)

Trio Who comes there? Anon

Catch The Playhouse Hubbub Arne
(1710-1778)

a.T.C. CAMP, 1928.

Memories of Camp provide one of the chief topics of conver·
sation at the beginning of every Christmas term. Vie have
heard stories of Sergeant-Majors and their arms drill, of the
night spent in the guard tent, of the pork pies, of the scandal
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of the late departure and . . . . .. But these picturesque
accounts should be heard at first hand. Enough for us to give
a plain record of plain facts.

We entrained for Tidworth Pennings in pouring rain, soon
to change to the fine weather which continued all the time we
were there. For the first three days we watched demonstrations
of a platoon in action. For the rest we tried to put what we had
seen into practice. School House furnished the battalion guard
on Friday and, true to their orders, successfully preserved
Government property. The Night Operations were successfully
carried out, amid the usual flare of Verey lights.

The Sports provided amusement for Sunday afternoon. And
if we did not shine at the lighter forms of sport, the tug-of-war
team proved its solid worth by representing the battalion.

Finally, we must conclude by saying that it was a well-run
camp, and in our case it was a well-run battalion. No C.O.
could have taught us more ably or treated us more kindly than
Major Bentley. Also we were fortunate in having for our
Adjutant, Lieutenant L. S. Sheldon, 0.5. Lieutenant L. H.
Bean, O.S., was Adjutant to another battalion. Nor must we
forget our own officers, who were consistently patient (especially
the Transport Officer), and Sergeant-Major Brown, who proved
himself invaluable throughout the camp.

THE DUKE OF YORK'S CAMP, 1928.

The Duke of York's Camp at New Romney, which was held
this year from the 4th to 11th August; consisted of 400 boys
from industrial firms and public schools. It was divided into
20 sections, each containing ten boys from public schools and
ten from industrial areas, a section leader (among whom we were
glad to find Mr. Kittermaster), and a deputy section leader.
Each member helps to score points for his section in every
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game he plays, so that a spirit of team work is set up, which
breaks through all differences of class and prejudice. It is this
spirit which makes the camp each year such an unqualified
success. Boys from every class are treated indiscriminately,
and are usually difficult to tell apart. I-I ere at least all start
and finish on an equal basis.

The sports, which take the form of inter-section relaY races
and ball games, constitute the main part of each morning's
programme. The best and worst sections have the honour of
possessing trophies in the dining hall. After games are over
those who wish to do so can bathe, and the rest of the day is
generally free.

After supper every night excellent sing-songs are arranged
. by the entertainments staff. \Vith us these included lectures,

music, and films such as " Don Q," "The Kid Brother" and a
unique wild animal film.

The outstanding feature of the week was the visit of the
Duke of York on the Tuesday, when he started the races at
the gymkhana held in his honour, played for England in the
International ball game, and bathed with his guests in the
evening. He was given a rousing send-off after the sing-song.
On the Thursday evening the sing-song was broadcast and
afterwards several items of the programme \vere recorded by
the Gramophone Company-a fine tribute to the entertainments
staff.

The amusements, the open air life, the excellent food and,
above all, the individual freedom (which one does not get with
the O.T.C.), made the week a thorough delight for each member
of the camp. And when he left each carried with him a store
of pleasant memories and, above all, a better understanding of
"the other fellow's" point of view.

THE PLAYING FIELDS.

Levelling is being tackled with great vigour, and the system
of organized squads appears to be working well, thanks to Mr.
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O'Hanlon's untiring zeal. The Memorial Gates to Mr. Carey
should be in position before the end of term. The original
choice of a site was changed at the eleventh hour owing to the
news that buildings were to be erected just across the road.
They will be set up with the Cemetery trees as a background
near the new Tuck Shop and screened from contact with the
latter by trees and shrubs. An unsightly, but very necessary
iron fence will stretch along the whole length of the north side
of Carey's; but very soon a hedge will grow up to hide this.

The land to the South of these grounds (together with the
Farm and buildings adjoining, some ten acres in all), has been
privately acquired, and the amenities of the grounds, especially
the beautiful view of Honeycombe, secured for all time. Many
Old Shirburnians will remember the field referred to as the
old" Third" Ground, where many great games were played.

THE THREE COCK.

For some years past the question of the Three Cock has
been in the minds of all concerned, and before his death Mr.
Carey had been discussing possible changes. The Games
Committee with the consent of the Headmaster (and with the
unofficial approval of other masters concerned) have now decided
to alter the system with the object of making the name less of
a misnomer than at present and reducing to some extent the
odds against the School House. From 1930 onwards the Cock
House will take one man only from each of the next two
Houses instead of several from one other House. Thus three
Houses will be represented in the" School" side and the odds
against the House in normal years reduced. No one can
legislate for abnormal situations and this arrangement is based
upon the hope that normally every House will or should have
a proportionate number of players in the various School teams.
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The only alternative would seem to be the abolition of the
Three Cock and the substitution of a Two Cock, which would
be a great pity, or the School House with eighty boys playing
single Houses of fifty odd-a thing which they would very
properly object to doing.

FOOTBALL.

SCHOOL V. YEOVIL.

Played on the Upper on September 29th.

The School won the toss and elected to play towards Yeovil
under fair conditions. A fine rush from the kick-off carried the
visitors into the School twenty-five, but the School quickly
recovered and carried the ball into the Yeovil half. Soon
Ashdown scored from a loose heel after a good run down the
touch line. A second try was scored a few minutes later by
Mermagen on the other wing in much the same way. The
School continued to press hard for the rest of this half; a clever
cut through by West resulted in a third try; a fourth was
gained by Peters, who scrambled over from a line-out; and
finally a fifth, after another good run by Ashdown, was scored
by Tallent near the touch line (17-0). Of these tries, but one
was converted, the fourth by a fine kick of Mermagen's from
the touch line.

After half-time Yeovil made another determined rush, nearly
reaching the School line, but they were held, and at last Tallent
broke aW!ly from a loose heel and gave the ball to Ashdown,
who scored a try beneath the posts, which Tallent converted
(22-0). Yeovil again pressed, but clumsy dribbling allowed
Tallent to start a good three·quarter moveII?ent, which might
have resulted in a try, but for a dropped pass. Shortly after
wards Tallent cut through from a loose heel to score a try,
which Mermagen converted. Yeovil then scored their only
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try, by a cut through, which allowed a forward to score beneath
the posts; this Mr. King converted. Soon after "nocside" was
given.

As the opening game of the season it is usually expected
that some forecast will be given. The general impression of
the game was that the School team, which promises to be a
good one, was not doing itself justice.

The faults, such as they were, were all those due to lack of
combination, easy to be remedied as the team gains more
experience. The forwards did not get enough of the ball in
the tight, the shove being very poor, mainly through loose and
high packing, while in the loose, though there were some fine
individual rushes, slow heeling often did not give the three
quarters sufficient chances.

Behind the scrum, Shaw played well, though he has still
something to learn in quickness in getting the ball out. Tallent
was always outstanding at fly-half, but two good movements
broke down through faulty passing of the inside three-quarters.

School-F. A. Simmonds; D. E. Ashdown, T. K. West,
R. V. Godfray, Mermagen; ]. A. Tallent, P. E. M. Shawj
G. W. H. Peters, C. O. Haselden, A. W. Hopcraft, A. E. S.
Charles, R. H. Bellamy, P. R. T. Wright, R. S. Paterson,
Boddy.

SCHOOL v. SOMERSET WANDERERS.

Played on the Upper on Thursday, October 4th, and won
by 19 points to 14.

The School were at full strength with the exception of
Hopcraft, and the \Vanderers fielded a strong side composed of
members of various clubs collected' for trial purposes. As a
side they lacked combination outside the scrum, but they always
looked dangerous individually, and their forwards were good.

The School forwards were in very good form in the loose.
though the heeling and the line-out left something to be desired.
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The outsides ran well and looked dangerous, in spite· of
occasional fumbling.

The scoring opened with a fine try by Ashdown after Godfray
had opened the way by a clever feint. The same pair added
the second try not long after. The vVanderers scored by a
forward breaking away nnmarked from a line-out, and also by
a dropped goal by their fly-half. The School crossed over one
point behind with the score at 8-9.

In the second half TaUent ran through the vVanderers'defence
to score a fine individual try. Soon after Bellamy sent
Mermagen away for another try. The game continued to be very
fast, and a fine movement, with several interchanges of passes
by Mermagen and Haselden, ended in a score by the former.
The ·score now stood at 19-9, and it remained a question
whether the School could hold ant against a heavier side. The
\Nanderers succeeded in scoring one more goal, but apart from
that the School defence held out. Sherborne, two goals and
three tries (19 points); Somerset vVanderers, two goals and
one dropped goal (14 points).

I t was a great victory over a side of experience and pace.
The forwards were magnificent in the loose, and Haselden was
the pick. The outsides took their chances and in the main
showed great promise. Tallent was outstanding.

School-F. A. Simmonds; P. H. Mermagen, T. K. West,
R. V. Godfray, D. E. Ashdown; ]. A. Tallent (capt.), P. E.
Shaw; G. W. Peters, C. O. Haselden, A. E. S. Charles, R. H.
Bellamy, P. R. T. Wright, R. S. Paterson, G. R. D. Boddy,
C. C. H anrott.

Somerset ~Vallderers-\V. F. Gaisford; R. G. Sampson,
A. M. D. Whitcroft, A. D. Pope, C. Rowe; M. D. Blaming,
A. F. Miles; A. S. Ham, A. R. Williams, ]. F. Skittery,
H. Gregory, F. Shaw, L. Edwards, R. Wilkins, T. Rossiter.

SCHOOL v. BLUNDELL'S.

Played on the Upper on October 13th.
The School won the toss and played towards Yeovil in

pleasant conditions. In the first half the School scored 16 points.
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This victory was due rather to the ability of the outsides to
take their chances and break through the Blundell's defence,
than to any great play by the side as a whole. The forwards
were sluggish and could not get together. Points worthy of
mention in the first half are two fine individual efforts by Tallent
which ended in tries, a good run on the wing by Mermagen, a
break through by Godfray to give Ashdown a scoring pass, and
lastly a cross-kick by Mermagen that nearly ended in a score by
the forwards, who just over-ran the ball. At half-time the
score was 16- 0 in favour of the School, but the play was not
satisfactory. The whole side lacked cohesion and the forwards
had no dash. Outside the scrum Blundell's were very weak
and never looked dangerous. In the scrum they controlled the
ball better than the School and were clever at stopping anything
that looked like a rush. For the first ten minutes of the second
half the forwards put more life into their work and succeeded in
driving Blundell's into their own half, but slow heeling later on
did not give the outsides many chances. This was even more
reprehensible because Blundell's losta forward early on.

The second balf was again notable for individual rather than
concerted efforts. Tries ,,'ere scored by Godfray, Ashdown,
Tallent and Peters, and the final score was 37-0 in favour of
tbe School. The features of the game as a wbole were the
individual brilliance of Tallent, thougb his passing som€times
was very erratic, the skill of the Blundell's pack, and the
lifelessness of the School forwards.

School - F. A. Simmonds; D. E. Ashdown, D. H. D.
Alexander, R. V. Godfray, P. H. l\Termagen; ]. A. Tallent,
P. E. M. Shaw; G. \V. H. Peters, C. O. Haselden, A. W.
Hopcraft, A. E. S. Charles, R. H. Bellamy, P. R. T. Wright,
R. S. Paterson, G. R. D. Boddy.

SCHOOL v. DOWNSIDE.

The match was played at Downside on October 20th in
pleasant conditions. The turf ,vas soft, but nowhere too
slippery to make football difficult. Even so, it was heavier
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than the School had so far experienced, and may have been in
part responsible for the sluggish display of the team early on
in the game.

The School won the toss and played down hill with a strong
sun and moderate wind behind them. This should have put
them at their ease, but it took them the whole of the first half
to settle down. The game began by the pack heeling the ball
with some regularity; the slowness of the heel, however, and
the pace of the Downside wing-forwards round the scrum,
flustered Shaw with the resultant ill-effect on the other outsides.
After ten minutes of really sluggish loose play by the forwards,
Downside worked the ball up to our twenty-five with a series
of judicious kicks into touch, and a passing movement resulted
in one of their centres scoring. The try was not converted
(0-3).

After this the School attacked, though not strongly, and took
play into the Downside half. There a reasonably good heel
sent Tallent away. He cut through and gave a scoring pass to
Haselden under the posts. Tallent converted (5-3).

Even this score failed to put life into the pack, who were
being beaten in the tight and over-run in the loose; nor did the
outsides seem to gain confidence. Two chances of scoring were
missed, when Alexander, deputizing for Godfray at left centre,
failed to pass to Ashdown with his opposite number beaten, and
when Tallent again cut through and was tackled in possession.

Downside scored another try from a forward rush, but too
far out on the left to be converted (5-6). This was again
followed by another goal for the School, when "Vest sent
Mermagen away with a scoring pass. Tallent converted (10-6).

Half-time came with the prospect not very bright, as we
were now to play uphill. The game depended on the ability
of the forwards to put some life into their work, and of the
outsides to make their handling more certain.

From the kick-off the School were a different side. The
forwards became alive pack and a determined one, and the
outsides naturally therefore increased in confidence. The wing
forwards broke more quickly, and the heeling could not have
been better.

For some time there was no score, but even so the School
had the upper hand. After a quarter of an hour Alexander
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gave a pass to Ashdown, who put it back to him. The latter
gave to Haselden, who gave to Peters and so to Tallent, who
ran 20 yards to score, and converted himself. This was as
good a try as could be wished, and a really good piece of football
and backing-up. From that moment the game was won.
Downside made valiant efforts and their left wing scored a very
determined try near the corner flag. But the School had the
measure of them, and the game ended with the score 15--9.

A thoroughly exciting match with the School below form in
the first half, but determined in the second half. The outsides'
handling was never as good as it should be, and the forwards
are not fierce enough in temperament or with their feet. Yet
it was a creditable victory, if only because it was our first
against Downside· away, and it holds out promise of greater
things to come.

School-F. A. Simmonds; D. E. Ashdown, Alexander,
T. K. West, P. H. F. Mermagen; P. E. M. Shaw,]. A. Tallent;
G. W. H. Peters, C. O. Haselden, A. W. Hopcraft, A. E. S.
Charles, P. R. T. Wright, R. S. Paterson, G. R. D. Boddy,
Hanrott.

SCHOOL v. BLACKHEATH "A."

Blackheath sent down a side of whom no less than eleven
had played for their first team. No School side could beat
such a team, and this was a great compliment. It was a fine
achievement to keep the score down to 8-3 in the first half,
especially in Ashdown's absence. The first half was goodish
football, but with the forwards slow in breaking and the outsides
weakened by the fact that Tallent was not fit. Even so there
was plenty of good play, with Simmonds conspicuous at full
back both for fielding and kicking. Blackheath scored twice,
one try being converted, and for the School Mermagen kicked
a penalty goal.

In the second half soine interesting football was seen. Several
times the School looked like scoring, but they had no luck, or
perhaps the genius to push home the attack, and the greater
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pace, weight and confidence of their opponents became more
and more obvious for a period. Even so most of the scoring
was opportunist. Towards the end the School attacked five
times in succession and ended up defeated, but very far from
disgraced. In fact both visitors and spectators were pleased
with their efforts.

Helpful criticism would, perhaps, suggest that the forwards
are too slow-or that some of them are--both in breaking and
in taking their chances in the open, though Haselden must
always be excepted and Hopcraft brought off a fine effort: and
that the left centre three-quarter must increase his pace when
attacking, and his neighbOUrIng centre not hang on too long.
Shaw at scrum-half was very fair, and his difficulties were quite
unnecessarily increased by his opponent. Ferguson, as deputy
for Ashdown, tackled well, but must develop resource when in
possession.

School-F. A. Simmonds; P. Mermagen, T. K. West,
D. Alexander, K. Ferguson; ]. A. Tallent (capt.), P. E. Shaw;
C.\V. Peters, C. O. Haselden, A.vV. Hopcraft, A. E. S. Charles,
P. R. Wright, R. S. Paterson, G. Boddy, C. C. Hanrott.

Blackheath "A" - Viscount Mandeville; ]. A. N. ]i1es,
D. W. Brough, R. C. Hubbard, P. E. Devitt; G. A. Thomas,
]. T. Kemp; R. N. Walpole, W. O. Collins, E. S. Hornby,
M. H. Carpmael, H. H. Blanchard, T. F. ~Titherby, E. G
Hapden, A. C. Unthank.

SCHOOL 'U. TONBRIDGE.

Played at Tonbridge on Saturday, November 3rd.
Tonbridge attacked for Tothill to score under the posts from

the first scrum (0-5), and then proceeded to get the ball time
after time, only fine tackling by the School outsides preventing
further scores. They were rather faster outside the scrum and
'used the kick ahead freely, so that the School were hard put to
it to keep them out in the first half. Frequent free kichs to
Sherborne gave relief. The drIbbling of the Tonbridge forwards
was a feature of their play, and the mutual support of the centre
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three-quarters was a good example. West was always in the
picture in tackling finely and Shaw did all a man could do.

On resuming after half-time the forwards were great and
gave the backs constant chances, which they used well, and the
play was nearly always in the Tonbridge half. Shaw scored
far out, and Merll1agen kicked a fine goal (5-5). Twice the
latter kicked across cleverly, but the School forwards were
were offside, and twice Ashdown reached the line without
scoring. Tallent did some useful kicking and Charles scored an
invaluable try which put the School ahead, Mermagen's kick
hitting the posts (8-5). Soon after Godfray sold the dummy
and put Mermagen in via \Vest, Mermagen's kick again hitting
the post, but crossing the bar (13--5). Hopcraftand Haselden
were playing conspicuously \vell, and Simmonds was safe at
full-back.

Tonbridge attacked and Plews scored a good try (13-10).
A free kick to Tonbridge looked a dangerous moment, but
Paterson's defence was impenetrablp. An exciting game ended
with the School victorious, and deservingly so. Such a start
might have been demoralising, but the recovery in the second
half, like the defence in the first, was a fine effort. Everyone
played well.

School-F. A. Simmonds; D. E. Ashdown, R. V. Godfray,
T. K. \Vest, P. H. F. 1\Termagen; ]. A. Tallent, P. E. M. Shaw;
G. "'vV. H. Peters, C. O. Haselden, A. VV. Hopcraft, A. E. S.
Charles, P. R. T. vVright, R. S. Paterson, G. R. D. Boddy,
C. C. Hanrott.

TOllbridge-A. C. R. Brandran; G. E. Atkins, R. ]. Tothill,
T. H. Tilling, E. C. Wolfe; K. G. Solomon, ]. E. Long;
]. L. H. Davis,]. G. Atkinson, T. A. Crawford, H. H. Plews,
W. O. Cave, 1\1. Hallam, G. D. Ingram, R. C. Townsend.

2ND XV 1\IATCHES.

SCHOOL v. ALL HALLOWS, HONITON.

This game was played on Saturday, October 27th, in very
bad conditions at Honiton. It rained hard the whole game.
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In spite of these difficulties, however, and though without any
of the regular three-quarters, the side showed very much
improved form. Early on many promising movements just
failed to produce tries.

At last Rotton scored in the corner after a very good run
no goal resulted. SOOI1 afterwards Hind emerged triumphant
from a melee and scored after a good dash for the line. Just
before half-time Nash added a third unconverted try.

In the second half, with the ball almost impossible to pass,
and playing against the wind and rain, the School forwards
completely controlled the game. The footwork and tackling
was quite excellent. Only two tries resulted-one from Carey
and the other from Tilby, both unconverted-but the guperiority
established was very marked. Altogether avery encouraging
match.

School-Gomez; Nash, \iVarren, Pinckney, Rotton; Tilby,
Carey; Bellamy, Becher, Hind, Hope, Beattie, Martin, Ridout,
Read.

SCHOOL 'tI. BLUNDELL'S.

Played on the Lower on Saturday, October 5th.
The School soon started to press and after about five minutes

Carey-who played well throughout-got over for a try which
Hope converted. Pressure was maintained and, in spite of
slow heeling by the forwards, furthor tries were added by
Field-Richards (3), Alexander and Carey. Blundell's had
meanwhile scored a try, and half-time found the score 24-3
in the School's favour.

The second half was disappointing. Although Becher did
his best to pull them together, the forwards tired very badly,
and some of them cannot escape the charge of laziness.
Blundell's scored two tries and a penalty goal, while Field
Richards alone scored for the School. The centres were often
at fault in running at half pace, and altogether the School lacked
life in this half.
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School-Gomez; Rotton, Seale, Knight, Field-Richard~;
Alexander, Carey; Becher, Hind, Hope, Wardlaw, Eglington,
AbelI, Ridout, Martin.

SCHOOL v. BRUTON.

Played at Bruton on Thursday, October 11th, in poor
conditions with a slippery ball.

The School soon attacked, but though the forwards showed
more life than they did against Blundell's, they were lamentably
clumsy.

After a quarter of an hour Ferguson scored and later Knight
added two tries-one a very good one. The place kicking was
too low to be effective- the ball seldom leaving the ground!

The halves were often at fault, but the chief cause of lack
of coherence in the School attacks was the slow heeling of the
forwards.

Just before half-time Bruton scored following a good forward
rush (9-3).

In the second half the School played very much better football,
and tries - all unconverted - were scored by Rotton and
Ferguson (2). Bruton replied with one try as the result of a
kick ahead.

Much offside play spoilt the second half, and Tilby hardly
had a chance at fly-half. Although the forwards were better
there was much clumsiness, and a change of personnel was
foreshadowed.

School - Gomez; Ferguson, Knight, Pinckney, Rotton;
Tilby, Carey; Becher, Hind, Hope, Beattie, Hanrott, Eglington,
Davis, Ridout.

SCHOOL v. DOWNSIDE.

Played on the Lower, under perfect conditions, on Saturday,
November 3rd.

N either side settled down to start with, and play was at first
very scrambling. Beattie was prominent with a good dribble
which took play into the Downside twenty-five, and after eight
minutes play Field-Richards scored after a good run in the
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corner (3-0). The School were hardly getting their share of
the ball and when they did the outsides were inclined to run
across. Downside began to press, and continued to do so for
some time, causing the School to touch down. Only good
tackling prevented them scoring. Ferguson eventually relieved
with a good run and a cross kick which, but for an unlucky
bounce, would have resulted in a try. However, a free kick
for the School led to another score. The penalty kick fell short,
as did the Downside return to touch, and Ferguson gathered
and ran in for a good try which was not converted. Half-time
came with the score 6--nil.

In the second half the School played really good football, and
were hardly ever out of the Downside half. The Downside
defence was good, but after Field-Richards had been very
prominent in a good run, Knigh t wen t through for a determined
try which was converted (11-0). The School kept up the
pressure and Field-Richards running very strongly scored far
out, Beattie again converting with a good kick (16-0). The
School continued to press and were unlucky not to add to their
score before no-side.

Beattie was the pick of the School forwards with Hind less
prominent and possibly more honest. Carey was rather slow,
but very aggressive at the base of the scrum, and the tackling
of the centres was very sound. Field-Richards was the more
determined of the two wings.

CORRESPONDENCE.

[The Editors of The Shirb/lrnian do not hold themselves responsible for
the opinions expressed by contributors.]

To the Editors of The Shirbttrnian.

THE BIG SCHOOLROOM.
Sir.

I notice that i::: a recent article the late Headmaster refers to .. the Big
Schoolroom, as we still call our assembly and concert hall."

It seems to me that what is good enough for him and countless others
should be good enough for the rest of us, and that we have a right to
deprecate the importation from other places of nnauthorised names like
"Big School," which is without any special merit in itself as an appellation
and unfamiliar to Shirburnians when applied to the building in question.
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I venture to enlist your support in drawiug attention to a growing tendency
in the wrong direction-unless and until some official change be made by
the competent Authority.

Yours faithfully,
A.H.T.-R.

THE KING'S ENGLISH.
Sir,

I remember the paralysing horror with which, on going up to the Varsity
nearly a quarter of a century ago, I heard a man from another School
talk about a "Ref "-meaning a Referee. The otber day, wben I had
ouly just begun to reCOver from the paralysing effect of this, a young
friend of mine who plays fly-half and for whom I had (tiIl then) the
greatest respect, informed me that he had to go to a School" Pres'"
(Prefects') meeting. I tottered borne somehow or other, and while still
numb witb horror I heard a boy on the Modern side talk about his brother
as his" bra" .....

Not even when I came to, had I the strength to write about it to his
.. Mo" (I mean his Mother); but you, Sir, in your young and vigorous
manhood can surely do something to restore the King's English in this
ancient borne of Kings and Saints; and then (but not otherwise) we will
include you among the latter. Prosit!

Yours in agony,

X.

OUR CONTEMPORARIES.

We acknowledge with thanks the receipt of the following
and apologize for any accidental omissions ;-

The Monkto11ian
The Fettesirin
The Eastbollrnian
The Alleynian
The Bllt1ldellian
The H aileyburian
The Dolphin
The Wykehamist
The Cheltollian
The Raven
The City of LOlldOll School

Magazine
The Clijtollirm
The Mill Hill Magazi1le
The Tonbridgian
The Dovorian
The Cantallriatl
The Radleian

The Llandovery School
Jourtlal

The Britannia Magazine
The Felstedian
The Meteor
The Elizabethan
The Eton College Chr011icle
The R.M.C. Magazim
The Berkhamstedian
The Callfordiml
The Ousel
The R.A.F.College,Cranwell
The R.M.A. Magazim
The Cheltolliall
The Kelly College Magazine
The Limit
The Marlbllrian
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The School House (a).
James', Curteis', Wood's, Whitehead's, Wildman's, Carey's,

Parry-Jones' (b).
Tancock's, Wilson's, Dunkin's, Bensly's (e).

Blanch's, Bell's, Bensly's, Tindall's, Fox's (d).
Hetherington's, Rhoades', Hodgson's, King's, Elderton's (f).

Milford's, Rass's (g).
O'Hanlan's (h).

Town (T).
Preparatory (Prep.) .

.~ .:
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be sent to the EDITOR, School House, Sherborne, Dorset.

The Annual Subscription is 6/6 including postage. The
Shirbllrllian is published six times in the year,twice each
term.

Subscribers changing their addresses are requested to
communicate at once with the PUBLISHERS, as otherwise
the Shirbllrniall L:annot possibly be forwarded to them.
This applies especially to subscribers entering or leaving
the Universities.

No anonymous contribution will be accepted, but the
full name must be enclosed in a sealed envelope, which
will not be opened if the article be rejected.

If an article is to be continued in successive numbers,
the whole is to be sent in at once.

No contribution will be inserted, which is not the bona fide
production of some one who is, or has been, a Member of
the School.

We decline to hold ourselves responsible for the opinions
of our contributors.

Contributors are requested to write legibly, and
only on ONE side of the paper.


